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Convect-Rite 3© INSIGHT System Senior, Air Cooled

Product Images

Description

Convect-Rite 3 INSIGHT is easy to use! Place plated meals or steam table pans into Convect-Rite® carts, which
are designed to pair with the docking stations. Once connected, the docking stations provide complete
control of consistently convected refrigeration and heat for patient meals.

Precise control, ease of use, and unmatched performance!

Take control of meal-time with our ClearTouch controller
From meal-schedule timing to system programming, our new ClearTouch touchscreen provides maximum
levels of flexibility and precise control. 

Intuitive color touchscreen. 
Visual indicators with actionable alerts.
Cook-chill retherm manual and automatic modes.
Quick view schedule screen.
Special cook-serve boost cycle logic.
Cycle history, event and alarm screens.
Multi-language capability.
Diagnostic and help screen for troubleshooting.
Periodic maintenance reminder.

Connect-Rite automatic docking gives you fast, accurate, and easy cart-to-dock pairing
Our new motorized docking makes cart docking and undocking so easy it's virtually effortless!
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Effortless motorized cart and docking pairing.
Consistent, tighter cart/dock sealing.

Remote programming and 24/7 access with our ClearLink Remote Access System
Check the status of your Convect-Rite 3 INSIGHT system anytime.  

Web portal for real-time system status.
Remote programming for schedules, meal profiles, and more.
Historial data for HAACP monitoring.
Alert notifications.

STANDARD FEATURES:

Retherms or boosts Convect-Rite carts. 
Docking stations pair with Convect-Rite patient tray carts, Select bulk carts or SP compartmentalized
tray carts.
Patented, directed air-flow technology delivers consistent, even temperature performance.
Combines precision heat while simultaneously providing refrigeration.
Mobile base design makes docking station easy to install, service or relocate (wall mounting is not
required).
Polymer top and side panels are easy to remove for maintenance and serviceability.
Welded stainless steel frame and base.
R404A refrigerant (CFC free).

Additional Information

Model # GP-CR3INSIGHTSENIORTRAY

Equipment Type CRIII Dock

Available Options 120V Adapter (for holding only)

Technical Note
The addition of options may change the electrical
requirements and/or equipment dimensions. Please
refer to spec sheet for additional information.

Spec Sheet Docking Station Specs / Cart Specs

Literature Flyer

https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/specSheets/Convect-Rite 3 Insight Docking Stations Spec Sheet S220930CRND.pdf
https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/specSheets/Convect-Rite Tray Carts S16623CR3C.pdf
https://www.aladdintemprite.com/media/salesSheets/CR3 INSIGHT 18409CR3IN.pdf
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Products in this set

Convect-Rite 3© INSIGHT Senior Docking Station, Air
Cooled - CRNDS1000000

Rethermalize or boost patient meals with Convect-Rite 3
INSIGHT docking stations. Program it to start automatically,
or start the heating process manually by simply touching the
screen. Convect-Rite 3 INSIGHT‘s optional remote access
system ClearLink puts safety and consistency at the forefront
of cook-chill retherm and cook-serve boost meal
management and delivery.
Convect-Rite 3 Mini Cart and Dock shown.

Convect-Rite 3© Senior Cart, 26 Meal, Flat Tray, 3.5" Tray
Spacing - CR3C26000010

The Convect-Rite® cart is lightweight, durable, and designed
to mate with the Convect-Rite docking station. This cart
provides front-of-the-house appearance with back-of-the
house durability.

Convect-Rite 3© Senior Cart, 30 Meal, Flat Tray, 3.1" Tray
Spacing - CR3C30001010

The Convect-Rite cart is lightweight, durable, and designed to
mate with the Convect-Rite docking station. This cart
provides front-of-the-house appearance with back-of-the
house durability.

Convect-Rite 3© Undivided Tray, Beige (12 per case) -
S901

High-heat undivided patient tray designed exclusively for use
in our Convect-Rite convection retherm meal system.  Beige
color.
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